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INTERACTION OF STOKES' EDGE WAVES WITH NEAR-SHORE 
ICE FORMATION 
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ABSTR ACT. Th e illlcrac ti o ll o f Sto kes' edge waves with a d evelo ping 
nea r-shore ice zone is exa mined fro m two po ints of\' ic\\', First, th e e ffec t of 
a we ll-fragm e nted ice slIspension o n th e c1ass ira l S LO kes' ed ge wave is 
discussed. Seco ndl y, th e possibilit y th a l ice-c usp formati on (and , Lh e reafl er, 
ice mound s or volcan oes) can be initiated by edge wa ves is examined. 
Results indi cate a negligible effect o r a well-fragmented fl oa ting ice field on 
th e S lakes' d ispe rsio n eq uat io n for ty pi cal wave pe riods, but d o indica te 
th at th e presence ora sta nding SLOk cs' edge wave may lead to the in itiation 
of ice-fie ld ClI SP S as ice fo rm atio n occurs ill th e nea r-sho re zone. 

RESUMf:. interactioll de I'onde coliere de Stokes avec la glace seJo rma1l1 0. proximite 
du Tillage. L1inte rac tio n des o ndes d e Sto kes cot ii' lTS (-"'cc la fo rmali o n de la 
g lace prcs des ri \ 'agcs est envisagce so LIS d e u x aspec ts. On c ludi e d ' lIne part 
I'inOu ence d 'un e suspellsion de fragm e nts de g lace sur les class iques o ncl es 
de Stokes coti rrcs e l d \ wtrc part la poss ibilite que les ban cs de g la ce e t plus 
la rd les mO lllic ul es de g-Iacc DU volea ns pui sscnt tirer !cur o rig ille des ond es 
coti hcs. Ct's res ult a ts 1ll0IHrcnt que I'dfe t cl' un rhamp de g laces l reS frag-

INTRODUCTION 

t1artin and Kauffman (1981) have discussed the 
interaction of deep water waves and newly forming ice 
suspensions in ocean leads and polynyas. In the early 
stages of the ice season in lakes, the interaction of 
wind-driven waves and ice suspensions is frequently 
relegated to the near-shore zone where accelerated 
cooling is possible due to the shallow depths. The 
formation and growth of grease ice, as described by 
Martin and Kauffman, will be altered in this zone by 
the interaction of the progressive waves and the near
shore bathymetry. This paper examines the special 
situation of the interaction of a standing Stokes' 
edge wave with a newly forming near-shore ice field. 
Two aspects of this possible interaction are con
sidered: the influence of a floating ice suspension 
on Stokes' edge waves and the influence of Stokes' 
edge waves on a floatin9 ice suspension. The inquiry 
into this interaction was motivated by the possibility 
of the observed spatial regularity of ice-mound (vol
cano) features being related to the presence of stand
ing edge waves. Fahnestock and others (1973) have 
described the characteristics of these ice volcanoes 
as found in Lake Erie near Ounkirk, New York. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic sketch depicting coastl i ne and wave 
systems . 

m e n leeS a une inAuence negli gea ble sur I'equatio n d e la dispersion de Stokes 
po ur les lo ng ucurs d10nd es ge neralement observees, ma is que la presence 
d 'ond e de S to kes eoti c res s tatio nnaires pellt eonduire a I'a ppa ri tio n d e 
banes d e g lace lorsque la m e r gr le pres de la CO le. 

Z USA MM EN FA SSUNG. WechselwitkuTlg <.wischen Stokes'schen Kanteuwellell und 
kiistennrrlrrr EisbildUllg. Die Wechsel wirkung zwisc hen Stokes'sehen Ka n
lc nwelle n mi t einer sich bildend en klis tennahe n Eiszone wird unte r zwei 
G es ichtspunkt cn gepruft. Zuerst \V ird die Wirkung einer gut aufgelosten 
Ei ss uspe nsion au!' die klass ische Stokes'sche Kant c nwelle diskuti erl. Dann 
wird di e M oglichke it de r Bildung VO I1 Eis-Spitze n (und darnach von Eis
W ii llen ode,. -Vulkancn ), a usgelost dureh Kante nwell en, untersueht. Die 
Ergebnissc erweisen cine vernac hl assig barc \Virkung tines g ut aufgel os len 
se hwirnm cndcn Eisfeld es a uf Stokes' Dispersio nsg leiehung rur typisc he 
\Ve ll c npc rioden; doc h zc ige n sic andrcrseits, dass d as Vorhand ensein e ine r 
s le he nd en S tokes'schen K a nl enwelle zur Auslosung von Eisfeld spitzen fLi
hre n ka nn , wenn die Eisbildung in del' kustenna he n Zo ne erfolg t. 

EFFECT OF A FLOATING ICE SUSPENSION ON STOKES' EOGE 
WAVE S 

The classical Stokes' edge-wave solution has been 
known for many years (e.g. Stokes, 1846). It repre
sents a wave trapped on a linearly sloping shore 
bounded by an infinite straight coastline (see Fig. 1). 
It is of interest to note that the presence of a 
floating ice suspension produces only minor changes 
in the original Stokes' solution. Only the inertial 
resistance of the floating ice suspension is con
sidered here. Other mechanisms such as energy loss due 
to viscous effects, gelation due to sintering of ice 
particles, etc., would be expected to have a smaller 
influence on the dispersion equation than that due to 
inertial resistance and are not included. 

The governin9 equation, expressed in terms of the 
velocity potential, op(x,y,z,t), for a perfect fluid, 
is the Laplace equation 

\72 op = 0; for O<x< oo , -00 <y < <» , 
-x tan a < z < 0, """ < t < <» • (1 ) 

On the lower surface, Z = -x tan a where II is the bot
tom slope angle, the requirement of zero normal veloc
i ty gives 

aop/an = 0 = (cos ll)aop/ay + (sin a)aop/ax; (2) 

while on the upper surface, linearized to z = 0, 

aop/az = an/at, 

Pich (a2n/a t2 ) = 1)f(aop /at + 9n). 

(3) 

(4) 

Here, n is the vertical displacement of the upper sur
face, both for the ice and the water, Pi and P f a re the 
lce and water mass densities respectively, and h is 
the average thickness of the ice suspension with volume 
concentration c. The "mass loading" of the ice suspen
sion is Pich, (Weitz and Keller, 1950). 

A solution for op is assumed in the form 

op (x,y,z,t) = F(z) exp(-llx) exp[i (Ky - wt)J (5) 
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where a is the off-shore wave decay parameter, K is 
an along-shore wave number, and w is the frequency of 
this assumed time-harmonic problem. Equation (1) then 
provides 

F(z) = A exp (mz) + B exp (-mz); n?- = 1(2 - S2 . (6) 

The lower bounda ry condi t ion requ i res 

B = 0, 

m cos a = S sin a, 

for potential functions which decrease with depth 
(Lamb, 1932) leaving 

(7a) 

(7b) 

~ = A exp[K{z sin a - X cos a)] exp[i (Ky - wt)J. (8) 

The upper boundary conditions require 

-iwn (AK sinal exp{-Kx cos a) X 
X exp[i{Ky - wt)J, (9) 

(pf 9 - w2p iCh) = iWP fA exp{-Kx cos a ) X 
X exp[i {Ky - wt)J, (lO) 

providing a dispersion equation 

w2 = Kg sin a /[1 + K sin a (p i chip f)] (ll) 

which reduces to the well-known .Stokes' solution it 
either h or c is zero. Introduclng Wo = (Kg Sln a ) 
as the original Stokes frequency, the frequency as 
modified by the ice suspension is 

(12) 

Martin and Kauffman (1981) have shown that the 
thi ckness of a grease-ice suspension being herded by 
progressive incident deep-water waves depends on th~ 
incident wave amplitude, the incident wave number, 
and the volume concentration of the ice suspension. 
Values of c = 18% to 22% were reported for the lead
ing edge of grease-ice slicks. For incident wave
lengths of approximately 280 ft (85.3 m) and wave 
amplitudes of 2 ft (0.61 m), the thickness of the ice 
suspension would be on the order of 1 ft (0.3 m). 
These incident wave characteristi cs are typical for 
Lake Erie during the early stages of the ice season 
(Resio and Vincent, 1976). Under these circumstances, 
the Stokes' wave frequency i s only negligibly affect
ed. In fact, the Stokes' wave frequency is changed 
very little over the range of wavelengths and ampli
tudes typical of La ke Erie. It is concluded that a 
floating grease-ice suspension has a negligible effect 
on the Stokes' edge-wave dispersion equation. 

ICE-CUSP FORMATION BY STANDING STOKES' EDGE WAVE S 

The near-shor€ ice features called "ice volcanoes", 
as described by Fahnestock and others (1973), are shown 
in Figure 2. The observed mounds were periodic, spaced 
approximately 45 ft (IS m) apart and occurred in early 
January with winds from the west and north-west, pro
ducing lake waves essentially normal to the coastline 
at that location. The celerity of the incident lake 
waves was observed to be appro ximately 40 ft per sec
ond (14 m/sI. After some time, usually overnight, the 
appearance of small ice volcanoes, regularly spaced, 
was noted. The volcanic features grow in size by ex
pul sion of water upward through a central cavity. The 
expelled water freezes to the sloping sides of the 
mound. Cones have been observed to reach height s of 
15 ft (5 m). As can be seen in Figure 2, the ice vol
cano features are accompanied by a cusp-like config
uration of the leading edge of the shore-fast ice. 

The question as to how these volcanoes and the 
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Fig . 2 . Map and cross - sections of Lake Erie ice voLcanoes 
(fr om Fahnestock and other s (1973)) . 

cusp-like configuration of the ice edge may originate 
leads to speculation on the role of a standing edge 
wave in this region. The presence of a standing edge 
wave during the early stages of a newly forming ice 
field could provide the mechanism for initiation of 
cusping of a floating ice suspension. Although such 
an ice suspension may not appreciably affect edge
wave frequencies as suggested in the previou s section, 
the ~onverse may not be true. 

A standing edge wave would cause alternating 
regions of small and of substantial wave action. A 
standing Stokes' edge wave of wavelength 90 ft (30 m) 
would require wave periods of T = 1 4.2/ si n a seconds. 
The local lake topography near Dunkirk has a rela
tively straight section of shoreline oriented in a 
north-east direction bounded to the north-east by a 
promontory, Point Gratiot, and to the south-west by 
an under-water ridge and another promontory, Van 
Buren Point. Thus, a standing edge wave does appear 
to be possible in this regi on. Bottom slopes of about 
3 to 5 deg, which are typical for this region, woul d 
require edge-wave periods of 14 to 18 s. A standi ng 
Stokes' edge wave can be generated as a subharmonic 
(of half frequency) of incoming lake waves normally 
incident upon a straight coastline (Guza and Davis, 
1974; Guza and Bowen, 1976). In this case, this would 
require la ke waves of period 7 to 9 s. Such wave 
periods are typical for earl y winter storms on Lake 
Erie (Resio and Vincent, 1976 ) . 

Thus, a possible scenario for the development of 
a standi ng Stokes' edge wave and the formati on of 
cusps in a newly-forming floating ice suspension in
volves a normally incident lake wave field with si g
nificant energy in the wa ve period range of 7 to 9 s. 
The standing edge wave would move the floating ice 
suspension on- and off-shore at locations of ma ximum 
velocity u = a~/a x. These locations would also cor
respond to maximum vertical displacements. Such 
motion might inhibit the thic kening of the grease ice 
into dead zones (Martin and Kauffman, 1981) which con
geal into shore-fast i ce. One half wavelength away 
the~e motions would be zero, although there would be 
ma Xlmum along-shore velocity there. This sorting of 
the floating ice suspension by the standing ed ge wave 
could be the mechanism that causes the initiation of 
a cusp-like configuration to the leading edge of the 
developing ice field. 
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Once cusps were established, the incident lake 
waves could act to maintain the development of cusp
ing by a concentration of wave energy in the narrow
ing channels as discussed by Fahnestock and others, 
(1973). The effects of the edge wave are felt only 
near to the shore due to their exponential decay lake
ward. For the parameters given here, the e-folding 
length is about 15 ft (5 m). However, as the shore
fast ice develops, the effective shoreline location 
moves lakeward as well, allowing the region of in
fluence of the edge waves t o move lakeward. Edge waves 
can exist along a vertical wall or other topographies 
as well as a linearly sloping bottom, but require more 
complicated mathematical descriptions. The Stokes' 
solution is used as a simple illustration, rather than 
a ~nique situation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The above discussion establishes neither the ex
istence of standing edge waves in Lake Erie nor any 
definite cause-and-effect relationship between edge 
waves and ice cusps. However, the plausibility of such 
a relationship has been shown. The analogy of ice cusp 
formation and that of beach cusps as discussed by Guza 
and Inman (1975) is apparent. Thi s phenomenon may be 
the winter counterpart to beach cusps which, due to 
the nature of the bottom sediments in this region, 
cannot be developed as readily as for sandy beaches. 
The ice volcano features may be seen as a possible 
indicator of the presence of edge waves which are 
quite difficult to measure close to shore. The initia
tion of a cu sp-like configuration to the ice edge may 
be caused by a standing edge wave, but the maintenance 
mechanism for growth of ice mounds or volcanoes may 
be unrelated to the edge wave. It seems more 1 i kely 
that the growth of the ice mounds is maintained by 
ordinary on-shore lake waves as has been su gg ested 
for beach cusps by Dean and Maurmeyer (1980) and 
Inman and Guza (1982) as a "swash" mechanism. 

The proposed mechanism for the formation of ice 
cus ps , and eventually i ce volcanoes, needs to be 
evaluated in the light of field data dealing with 
similar ice features along other shorelines. A field 
investigation is planned at the Dunkirk site during 
the 1983-84 i ce sea son ai med at doc umenting more 
carefull y the conditions that are present when these 
ice features are formed. It was dec ided to submit 
this preli minary theoretical development for public
ation in the hope that others may join in the study 
at different geographical locations to broaden the 
base of data, s ince this ap pears to be a wi de-spread 
phenomenon. 

shatJ and RU'Tler : Stokes ' ed ge waves 
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